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University to appeal
ruling on dorm doors
By BECKY HOLTZCLAW
StatrWriter
Murray State University
plans to appeal a mandate
which will require the
University to spend about
$75,000 to install doors with
selfo(:loaing hinges in MSU
dorms. Currently, dormitory
doors are not equipped with
these hinges.
The appeal, which is being
made by Frank Julian, vice
president for student
development, and Thomas
Hogancamp,. interim vice
president of administrative
servicee , results from a
mandate in the 1983 State Fire
Marahal'e lnepection report.
Julian eaid changes in fire
regulation• occur each time a

new state fire marshal 18
choeen.
" We've had several
experiences in the past over
changes in regulations,"
Julian said. " At first, I went
along and made the changea
that were suggested without
really questioning them," he
said, "however, because of
budget cute, we' ve been
watching more closely how we
spend our money."
"I really don't mind
spending the money if the
money goea to provide more
safety, " Julian
said .
"However, I don't eee how
spending $75,000 on self·
closing hinges ia going to aave
lives."
Doors with aelf·cloeing
hinges would preeent a

in the news
Loan exit inte"'iew• aet

problem for dorms becauae
atudenta could continually be
getting locked out of their
rooms , since the door
automatically closed behind
them, he said.
Julian added that
automatically cloeing doors
would work contrary to one of
the University's philosophies
about dormitories.
"We often en cour age
etudenta, especially freshmen,
to leave their doors open once
in awhile to become
acq uainted with oth er
students," he said,"and this
would not be poeaible if the
doors had self-closing hinges."
Before real safety
regulations can be made,
apecific guidelines should be
eet strictly for residential
halla, Julian said. Currently,
regulationa for donns fall
under the eame category as
thoee for hotels and motela.
With a epecific set of
regulations for residential
halla, fire safety should
become more coat efficient,
Julian said.

Worried, depre•ed,
confused or afraid?
If you're unaure of your optlona, contact

Life HouM. Our MtYicH are ,,.., confidential,
and Immediate.
We offer pregnancy teatlng, counaellng, and
medical and financial plannlng/ aaalatance.

753-0070

LIFE HOUSE

Duane's Place
VW Parts & Service
students get
10% off
tNith MSU /.D.
Mon. - Sat 8 -6

Lynn Grove , ~y.

436-4272

Students that borrowed money through the National
Direct or the Nursing student loan programs who are
graduating, transferring or departing from the University
and have not been contacted by the atudent financial aid
office muet schedule an exit interview with that office.

U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard will apeak on
environmental health beginning at 11 a.m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center. Hubbard will direct hi8 talk on environmental
health legislation which will come before the 98th Congreas.
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Have your car flushed and
refilled with antifreeze
before it's too late, at

Rudolph's Goodyear
· only •14.00
with MSU 1.0.

GOODYEAR TIRE CENTER
U AIIoi.D I twf•A1l0 ...

Rudolpfl TlrH And Allcnnwnt. Inc.
721 S. 121.b Sc.
Phone (502) 153·0$85
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THE DOWNING ofthe Korean jetliner remlndaeveryone ofthe character and nature
of the Soviet aovernment. Gen. William C. Welltmoreland •aid Wedne.clay n.laht.

Netm coune offering8

9Cmptalions

planned for •pri:ng
An experimental course interested in thia topic," he
added to the 1984 apring said.
achedule will offer atudenta a
Stimulating opinion about
chance to explore iaaues nuclear weapons ia one of the
surrounding the construction, objective& for the course,
use and deployment of nuclear Elwell said .
arill8.
.. We will encourage students
Assistant sociology to form their own opinions,"
professor Frank Elwell, one of he aaid, "but we will also
the seven faculty members challenge their beliefs."
slated to teach the class, said it
Anothel' course scheduled
will present social, political,
for next spring is designed to
ecological, and ethical iesuea help
high school or middle
about the use and deployment
school
teachers assigned
of nuclear weapons.
biology
instruction
duties but
Elwell aaid although the
course has been listed under are not certified in the field.
Advanced Biology for
sociology, ita focus is
interdisciplinary. Faculty Teachers, BI 0 505, will be
from various University offered aa a four·hour course
departments, including the Tueaday evenings next
biology, psychology, geology semester.
Harold Eversmeyer,
even English
departments will help teach professor of biology, said the
the course.
course is intended to better
Elwell said he hopes the prepare teachers assigned
course, listed as SOC240, will biology instruction duties.
attract non-traditional
Eversmeyer, who is the
student& such as members of course's instructor, streased
the Murray community.
that it is open only to teachers
"It's a community oriented without certification in
course, and we're trying to biology.
attract people from the
Clue work will consist of
University community which lecture, demonstration and lab
aeem to be the ones moat work.
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One of the best Christmas
presents MSU constituents could
receive is an extension of future
Thanksgiving breaks .
Rearranging the academic
calendar to accommodate this
need, however, is not as easy a task
as it would appear to be because
accredited schools are required to
have an exact number of school
days on their calendars.
The necessity for a week-long
break during the holiday season is
apparent. The student absentee
rate is high in the Monday and
Tuesday classes during
\ Thanksgiving week. This hurts
both the person who leaves campus
on the preceding Friday and the
student who attends a class that is
only half-full. Usually, someone
gets short-changed in the process.
Students who live some distance
from Murray may feel they need to
leave early if they have many
traveling hours ahead of them, but
they may miss something
important if they skip classes.
Students who attend those two
days sometimes feel that their
classes are put on hold until
attendance is more normal after
break. Many of them value the
knowledge they have paid to
a cquire and feel cheated out of
valuable class time.
Faculty are also put in a bind.
They can either strictly enforce
attendance by scheduling tests or
assignments then, or they can
arrange the class schedule so that
nothing substantial is covered at
that time. This in turn cheats
students who attend the two-day
classes, because they go to class
only to find that nothing of
importance is being taught.
Some teachers compromise by
teaching class as usual and
making special arrangements with
students in certain situations.
Murray State administrators are
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aware of the problems that arise
during this week. Presently, they
are working on next year's school
schedule.
Although they are committed to
finding a way to have a full week's
break at Thanksgiving, obstacles
to proposed plans will probably
negate the possibility of such a
goal becoming a reality.
Administrators have had
several brain-storming sessions to
come up with a solution to the
problem. The most obvious answer
- starting school two days earlier
- would be unpopular with some
students who work in the summer
or parents who aid their children in
moving. Students would have to
move to Murray on Thursday and
Friday. This would eliminate a
possible work-week and paycheck
for students. Parents who
accompany their children,
especially freshmen, would have
more difficulty traveling during

the middle of the week than on a
weekend because of work.
Also, because summer school
will be two five-week sessions
instead of one eight-week session,
there will not be adequate time
between the summer and fall
semesters to begin school early.
It has been suggested that
classes meet on Labor Day to pick
up an extra day. This attendance
might have legal impracticalities
as well as financial problems.
Because it is a legal holiday, all
personnel would have to be paid
double-time on Labor Day, unless,
perhaps, they agree to work that
day instead of the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving.
Another idea is to compress final
examination time to three days,
but that would definitely put too
much pressure on students.
Having finals on a Saturday
would hurt students who have
weekend jobs, and it would rob the

student of study time on the
weekend. Adding two days to the
end of the semester will be
impractical if the tentative Fall
1984 schedule proposal is
approved. The fall tenn would start
a week later in August because of
new summer sessions, and this
would in tum push the date of
finals a week later. Adding two
days to this date would cause some
students to be heading home for
Christmas only a few days before
the holiday.
Jim Booth, interim vice
president of academic programs,
said that he is searching hard for a
solution to the problem, and is
willing to look at any proposal. The
administration will be discussing
the academic calendar Monday.
Despite the problems previously
mentioned, a full-week's break
might be a possibility.
If, however, this does not
materialize, students and faculty
will have to work together to make
the best of the situation.
Students who live relatively
close to Murray should not skip
classes, and faculty should
schedule classes and teach as
usual. However, in cases where
students live extremely far away,
special arrangements could be
made.
People who complain about the
present situation can take heartit could be worse. At one time, MSU
required attendance a half-day on
the Wednesday pr.i or to
Thanksgiving. Present rules
concerning absenteeism are also
more lenient than they have been
in the past. According to the MSU
1962-64 Student Handbook, " A
student absent from the last
seBSion of any class before a
holiday or the first session after a
holiday shall have a penalty of one
credit per class absence added to
his requirements for graduation."

Graduating se.nior praises college life

To the Editor:
I came to Murray State in
the fall of 1981. I waa a
transfer from John A Logan
' College in Carterville, Ill.
Being a transfer student I
already had an idea of what to
expect from college claasea;
however, it wae my first time
away from home, and I waa
afraid of getting homeeick.
After all, why ahouldn't I get
homesick? All my friends said
I would . .
On my first day here , my
rooinmate hadn't checked in
yet,so I had to spend that day
and night by myself in the
elaborate Hart Hall staring at
the institutional green walls
and those beautiful white tile
floors. At that time I couldn't
believe I had ever wanted to
come to college, and I just

knew that the next two years
would be the worst ones of my
life.
·
I am now in my last few daya
at Murray State and thanks to
all the help from the wonderful
people in the Placement
Office, I have a career to look
forward to after graduation.
Although I do look forward to
all the challenge& the outaide
world will undoqbted.ly bring,
I must admit that I envy all the
freshmen and other student.
who are not graduating with
me.
The purpose of this letter is
hopefully to benefit those
freshmen and other student.
who are unhappy at school
and considering dropping out.
College can be the best
experience of your life if you

just give it a chance. No, you
Whatever your interesta are,
are not going to enjoy college if there are other people who
all you do is etudy, watch share those interests. All you
television and go home on have to do ia find them, which
weekends. You have to get is easy to do at Murray State.
involved!
So whenever you are feeling
One good way to get down about school, please
involved is through the remember all of thoee people
excellent Greek system at out there who wish they were
Murray State. Being Greek in your shoes. There are many
can really add a lot to the people who dream about going
college experience. However, if to college but don't have the
being Greek just isn't for you, financial backing. There are
there are many other others, like me, who have had
organizations on campus. many unforgettable times
Almost every major has i~ while in college but now face
that eternal life of 8-to-5 and
own club.
There ia also the Student would give anything for just
Government Asaociation. The one more semester.
SGA is truly the beat way to
get to lmow and understand . Drew Pursell
the c lockwork of the Senator-at-large
University.
Senior
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MinUter agrees with MayhaU,
says some MSU courses biased
To the Editor.
I want to exprese
admiration to Bonnie Mayhall
for her courage to speak out
when her rights as a student at
MSU have been abused, prevent a positive
according to pages 43-44 of the presentation of it under the
student handbook.
"diviaionofchurchandatate."
I admire any atudent today
Where ia the freedom for
who will stand up and speak · diacuaaion, research, sifting
out inatead of letting faculty and balance of thinking? Why
and curricula rule over hie or only present one aide? Are you
her thinking. She is not "just afraid of the Bible? Where are
taking the course to get the your interpretations of the
grade and not make waves."
division of church and state
She thinb for he1'8elf. She ia a coming from , the religious
superb person who has a department or the Supreme
committment in her Christian Court?
faith that does not byp888 her
I agree with Bonnie. I too am
mind.
not afraid of any question or
I too have taken a coume attack on the Christian faith. I
here at MSU which was very don't have to protect my faith,
manipulative. It was the study but I can defend it. I want no
of Ialam , Judaism and books burned or classes
Christianity. We studied stopped. I am concerned that
Judaism without cracking the the manipulation of any one
Old Testament. We studied aide is neither a balance nor is
Christianity without cracking it academic freedom. Why is it
the New Testament.
unconstitutional to present
When we studied Islam we both aides? I am not so
read portions of the Koran. I concerned as to what is being
asked the professor why we said, but what is not being
did not read any of the Bible allowed to be said.
but did read portions of the
It is obvious to me that we
Koran. He said it was a good have private opinions of the
question and some of the division of church and state
letters of Paul could be used. being enforced on students so
This is either a Catch-22 or a that they are prevented a good
powerful witness to the Word healthy interchange of the
of God, of which I believe both iuues that are very valuable
are true in this case.
to our society. I will also admit
The professors and that there are those who would
curriculum can attack, want to manipulate from the
condemn and avoid original believer!ntandpoint. I oppose
source material of the Judaeo- the stifling of any position.
Chriatian faith. They can also Man can aurvive on trutha, but

letters

Btorey•s ·

FOOD
GOOD

THRU

1218/83

COKE. SPRITE TAB
MELLO YELLO

.89
12 oz. 6 PK

he cannot aurvive on halftruth&. I have expreaed to
faculty members that, "If you
don't have time to present both
aidee then you don't have time
for just one aide."
I am a campus chaplain
with no financial support
received from the University.!
am introduced at freehmen
orientation aa a chaplain in
front of the atudents and
parents as good keepel'8 of
their young people. I
appreciate those words and
the working relationship.
However, when there are
claues, books and profeaol'8
who teach that we are
uneducated, 18th century
thinkel'8 of the Bible belt
mentality, I at least eee an
inconaistency.
Are we
children, step-children or
illegitimate& at MSU who are
allowed to run · around on
campua? I admit of beinga 1st
century thinking Christian." I
would alSo be willing to be
called a "fool for Christ'a
sake." But, would you give me
the chance to demonstrate the
Christian faith ia not
mindless? It makes aenae, not
nonaenae.
Dear atudents, please,
pleaae, keep raising questions!
Not for the sake of trouble or
making wave., but for the
sake of your thinking. The
alternative to thinking ia
horrible and destructive.
'

PLUS DEPOSIT

Keith Allbritten
Freshman
Murray

Special Olympica' coaches
praise clinic and ~e
MSU had a firet-clau
basketball program. After this
special day, our feelings are
even stronger. MSU should be
proud of Coach Ron Greene
and all the Racen.
West Kentucky Euter Seal
Center Basketball Team
Sheila Hogue, Coach
George Kennedy, Coach
Roger Pierce, Coach

Where Low Prices Originate ..
Hours:
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

SEA TUNA
FIELD PROLEAGUER

.89

WEINERS ••••••••••••••••••• ·•9912oz
6 1/2 oz. LIMIT THREE
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SAUSAGE •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

8oz. BAG
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and
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WONDER COUNTRY STYLE
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Univeraity."
If a car parked in the wrong
zone is creating a hazardous
condition or is interfering with
the operation of the
University, then there should
not be a parking apace there at
all. One car in the apace is the
same aa · another car,
regardleaa of what color
sticker the car has on it.
I peraonally do not think
that parking in the wrong
color zone ia a aevere enough
violation to warrant towing of
the car.
Thank you for letting me
expreu my opinion · in this
manner.

To the Editor.
On Nov. 9, Coach Ron
Greene, hie staff, and the MSU
Racer balrketball team
conducted a baaketb811 clinic
and private acrimmage for the
Special Olympics' basketball
teama of western Kentucky.
Through thia event the
Special Olympica' basketball
playel'8 obtained many new
ekillawhich they will utilize in
Dean Rosa
their ballgames this season.
Campus Minister at His Houae
We have always felt that

RUFFLES POTATO CHIPS

3/$1

To the Editor:
Thia letter concerna the
editorial written in the Nov.ll
edition of the Murray State
Newa, "lllegally parked cars
should be towed."
I agree that certain parking
violationa are severe enough
to warrant towing, but aurely
the trivial violation of parking
in a different color zone is
exempt of such harsh
puniahmentl
I quote from that week's
article, which waa quoted from
the parking regulation&
booklet: "The Univereity
reaervea the right to
immobilize or tow any vehicle
creating a hazardoua or
congested condition or
otherwise interfering with the
overall operation of the

Don't wony, we won't be undersold/

GIANT
PRICES

Student replies to editorial
about parking regulation&

1.29

Bel-Air Shopping
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JISU of/era student~~
study, travel progronu
MWTay State is offering 11
international programs which
range from eemeeter-•tudy
cruiaea to study programs in
the Soviet Union and the
Bahamae.
Studenta can study for a
semeater aboard the S.S.
Universe, which &el'Vea ae a
floating univenity, spending
halfthevoyageatseaandhalf
in port. More than 60 courses
are offered for the cruise study
and limited financial aid ia
available.
The Kentucky Institute for
EuropeanStudy nextaummer
will send students to Austria,
France, Spain - and for the
first year - .Italy. Milton
Grimes, professor of German,
coordinates the Institute's

two yean of Ruasian to be
eligible. The cost of the
program i•
1oo and
scholarship aid is available.
Christina Kramer, a member
of the foreign language
department, coordinates the
Ruaaian protrr8m.
Study in Britain will consist
oftwoprogramsnextaummer.
Students participating in a
June program will live with
British families and the
studenta attending a July
program will study at Queen
Elizabeth College at the
University of London .
Students can earn six credit
houra from the programs,
which cost $1,900. Ron Cella,
profeuor of English ,
coordinates the British

European-study
' programs.
Programs in Austria
and
France offer six weeka ofstudy
plus we~ k e nd travel
excursions.
Two weeks of independent
travel at the end of the study
period, for a total of eight
weeks in Europe, is included.
The Austria program coats
$1 ,940 and the France
program coste $2,110. Both
in c lude travel , most
accommodations and train
transportation.
Study in Spain includes a
five-week projp'am baaed at
the Univenity of Madrid.
Weekendaare freeforatudenta
to travel. Cost of the program
is $1,400 and covers most
expenses.
MSU students planning to
travel to Italy will make
history when the Institute
sponsor& its first program
there. The Italian program
will consist of five weeks of
study and the option of
extended individual travel.
The coat of the program is
$1,490, which includes travel,
accomodations, most meals
and train transportation.
A month-long program for
studying the Ruuian
language at Leningrad State
University will be offered next
summer. Students must have

programs.
The International Buainees
Seminara will eend buaineee
studentetoEuropeandtheFar
East for seminars that vary in
length from three to five
weeks. The eeminare focus
primarily on marketing and
m a n a g em en t . G a r y
Brockway, profeuor of
marketing, coordinates the
seminar studiee.
MSU students will have a
chance to study at foreign
universities through the
Int e rnational Student
Exchange ProiP'8JD. Students
will be able to attend study at
international universities for
the same tuition coat ae MSU.
Grimes coordinates this
program.
A study program at the
University of Sarajevo in
Yugoslavia may be available
next summer. Information
about this program ia
available in Ordway Hall
A two-week winter study
course in geosciences is offered
in San Salvador, Bahamae.
The coat is $650 and includes
round-trip air fare from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., room and
board, and use of study
equipment. John Mylroie,
professor · of geosciences,
coordinates the Bahamas
study.
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Commen1ary
By

JEFFUNKOUS
I'm lfaduatina from
Murray State this semester,
and aU the while I have been
here, I've listened in on some
of the talk that goea on here.
All of this listening hae
tauaht me a number of words,
that ae a joumaliem graduate,
I miaht be able to uee later in
my life. But then &~ain, maybe
not.
Alphabetically, here are
some of the words:
•awesome - · an adjective
which means stupendous,
,reat, fantaetic. Ita synonym
is "intense," and a 60s
synonym would be "groovy."
"That conce r t/football
game/ frat party/ was
awesome."

•blow-off - a verb which
meane to omit or not ao to or
do. A synonym for blow-off
would be "cut" or "ekip." "I
had a teat in my 1:30 claae eo I
decided to blow-off IDC and
study this morning."
•bunny- an adjective ueed to
describe a college courae,
usually depictina one eaaily
pa11ed or one without
challenge; an easy course.
"Geoloc 101's a bunny."
"Cripee! My GPA's bottomed
out; I need a bunny to boost it.''
•cram - an ancient verb

RHA book exchange alated
"The book exchanae
The Residence Halle
Association (RHA) allocated according to Tina Wyatt, a
$100 at its meetina Monday to senior from Madisonville,
cover expenaee pertainina to exchanae chairman, will
its book exchange. The RHA allow students to sell their
book exchange will be held used text books at their own
Jan. 16 through 19 in the Hart prices. The RHA also plane to
Hall Coffeehouse from 1 to pay for any books lost in the
5:30 p.m. each day.
exchange.

Parties to go!
Why huy when you can rent everythltMJ you need?

meanina to study nearly a
aemeeter'e worth of claN
material for a teet to be taken
the followina momina or
afternoon. "Gee, I'd like to ao
South, but I have an IDC test I
aotta cram for."
• cut - a verb which means
the eame as blow-off; the
archaic form of to blow-off.
"We're cutting clau eo we can
go home early for
Thankllivina (or eprina)
brt!ak."
•IDC - an abbreviation for
interdisciplinary courae, a
type of clau required for MSU
etudente eince fall 1980,
usually one requirina readina
and writina auipments.
•intense - ,reat, atrona,
atupendoualy entertaining;
awesome. "That band down
South last niaht was intense!''
•mesa - a prefix meaning
enormous or a lot. A synonym
would be "expensive" or
"many." "Tuition's gonna
coat meaabucke come next
year," or " My GPA's gonna be
in mega trouble if I don't pass
IDC."
•south - any eetablishment
in Tennessee which serves
beer; a bar; 10 South- to drive
10 or 15 minutes south of
Murray on U.S. 641 to drink
beer. "They sell beer down
South," or "Let's 10 South to
bend our elbows a little and
drink some beer."
Obviously, none of theae
words will chanae the way
America talks, but listen up
while you' re in the library or at
Winelow and I think you'll
hear a few. As for me,l'm goin'
South come December 16.

759-4522
West Highway 60

Christmas
Shopping?
Shop At
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753-1182
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1'.30-8:00 M-IAT
1:00--1:00 I UN
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Renhng IS the rtght 1dea whether you re hav1ng a tnendly get
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Kennngton
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t1&.99
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Rape seminar sh,ou,s
protection techniques
Vance said the anger rapist
injures his victims, forces
them to perform degrading
acta and usee abusive
language. The moat violent
rapist, the aadistic rapist,
wants to aeverly hurt his
victim. He rapes the person
and leaves her to die. She
added that this category is the
rarest.
Vance said, "Attitude is the
main thing, action conquers
The instructors at the
fear." She advised the w()men
seminar were from the
She added that 50 percent of to be "aware, alert, aggreeaive
R.A.P.E . Relief Center in the time rape takee place in the and 888ertive."
Louisville. Sharon Vance is an victim's home, with the victim
Cheatham brought out some
obstetrics and gynecology opening the door and letting interesting points. He said
nurse who volunteers aa an the
attacker
in. that most· rapists are sexually
advocate at the Center. More than 60 flercent of the satisfied, and he repeated that
Advocates are individuals who time the rapist ia known to the rape is a crime of violence, not
assist the victims of rape in victim.
sex. He also said that women
dealing with the trauma.
Vance said that after a rape sexually assault men and men
The other instructor at the occurs, the police should be asaault men.
seminar was Err o yl called and nothing should be
He aaid that sometimes
Cheatham, a Jefferson county disturbed at the site of the male advocates have to
corrections officer who alao rape. She said the victim is convince the males that their
serveR as an advocat t' , but to then taken to the hospital for relative-wife or daughtermale victims of rape, or the an examination.
didn't ask for the rape.
families of female victims.
"Be aware, notice your
During the examination the
"Rape is the fastest-growing victim ia given an injection "to surrounding and who is
violent crime, second only to eliminate any pregnancy that around" Cheatham advised.
murder" said
Vance . may have occured" during the He added, " handicapped
"Everyone is a potential rape rape, Vance said.
people are as vulnerable as
victim," she added.
The
Vance said the rape ia "self. anyone. Rapiet don't care who
definition of rape a ccording to gratification by violent their victim ia."
law is the "penetration of a control." She said moat rapiate
He said women give out too
woman by a man other than are in their late teens to early much information to
her husband."
30s and are uaually well· strangers either over the
Vance said, " Rape can educated and auoceuful men phone or in person. He said
happen anywhere," and added who are insecure and have a they should not give out
that people should "be "compulaion to demonetrate infonnation to anyone they
completely aware and alert maaculinity.''
don't know.
but not paranoid."
Rapists can be put into
Vance and Cheatham
Vance gave the group some clasaifications, according to demonstrated some self·
statistics on rape. She said 90 Vance. She said the power defense tactics, with Vance
percent of all group rapes rapist thinks that women role-playing aa the victim and
(more than two people and up want to be raped. He usually Cheatham as the attacker.
to 14) are planned, 58 percent asks his victim on a date
Cheatham said, " The
of all single rapes are planned before or after the attack. She decision is yours, but once you
and 75 percent of all rapes are said moat rapista fall into this decide to fight back you can't
planned.
back down."
category.

* --------------------*
Rsh Sandwich

By DONNA KOTHEIMER

Rape i • • e l f
Approximately 10 women gratification by
attended a three-hour ra~ violent control.
prevention seminar. held Moat rapiata are in
Sat~ay, No~. 19 m the their late teem to
Spectal Education Bld.r. The
seminar instructed the early 808 and are
participants m avoiding rape u 8 u a ll y
w e ll situations and ehowed them e d u c a t e d
and
some self-defense moves to uae
n•a·'"'· J
if attacked.
aucc~ , '" men.
AamtaDt Newa Editor
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Factory Disoount Shoes
(open Fridays until 8 p.m. until Christmas)
Sharon Vance , an
advocate with the R.A.P .E.
Relief Center in Loui•ville,
demonetratee eelf-defenae
move• to women which are
de•ipEid to ward off and
injure would-be attac:kers.
Vance etr.e•eed that
injuring attacker& allows
victims to eecape more
eaaily. Erroyl Cheatham,
pictured with Vance, is
alao an advocate with the
center. The two
demon•trated the defenae
moves in a seminar last
month.

men's Dingo's

ladiea' Dingo's
ladies' name bra1da

men'• weatern boots
by Acme Be Durango
men's and women's

Good selection of

leather tennis shoes
at our reg.
low prices

men's i1sulated
work boots

men' dress shoes
& a new shipment

of casual shoes

$14, 16, 18, & 2D
753-9419

16th & Main
t-•• .. . .
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University mail gets through
by postmaster's persistence
By LONNIE HARP
Sporta Editor

Kingina a aid he took over the job in July, and
Ilia wife atartt>d working with him in October.

The prognosis was not good. After removing 'She has been with me 17 yeara," he said.
two brain tumors, the doctors said he probably Trying not to be partial, Kingina said hie wife,
Betty Jane, "is the beet poetal clerk I've' ever
would not live, but he did.
worked around. If she quit today, I'd quit
His right aide was paralyzed for a year. "I tomorrow," he said.
gave myself therapy on the floor," he ea.id. " I
Kingina said his years at the post office have
would get on the floor and cry. My wife cried. been
marked by consistency and dedication.
But you don't give up."
During thoee yeara, the Kingina have never
Seventeen years later, he says that gone on vacation. Not for a day. Kingina is
philosophy Of persistence still applies.
always doing little favors (and big) for
Hal Kingins, 62, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ friends, often timee
now fai thfully working on his own
time.
stands behind the 'l~
'J
l')"'
c o u n t e r ·a t
He has expanded
the MSU mail
University Station
Post Office in the
service and has
also saved the
University some
University mail
,
money.
juetaahehaedone
"When I came,
all
we did was work
for the past 17iii._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._
years.
the mail - putting
it in boxea," he recalled. "Later they
He doesn't really think much about hie
physical condition now. "I'm feeling fine," he were having trouble getting the University
mail out. Then they aaked me to take charge of
said. Now he keeps his mind on the mail.
it. I initiated all-campus delivery. Then twice-a·
Kingina had just finished duty with the day delivery.
Marines in the early 1960s and had begun
"In 1977 I had an idea that ~aved the
working at the Murray city poet office picking
up extra money for law school when he had to Univeraity a little money. I introduced the
proceaa of bulk mailing. For five montha I came
quit because of his health.
up here at night and cased it (the bulk mail),"
Mter the surgery and his rehabilitation, he Kingins said. "That saved them around $27,000
got a job working on the University grounds. - then they became real intereeted."
After a while at that, he was temporarily moved
In 1978, KingiJU began maaa mailing. That
up to run the University post office while the saved around $150,000 per year. Parcel poet
postmaster was gone.
and first claea mailing are also handled by
Mter proving himself at that job, Kingins Kingins aince 1982 and he has handled 593,046
was named the MSU postmaster by then· pieces of that mail (as of Wedneeday morning).
Aa for the extra work, Kingina and hia
business manager P.W. Ordway.
wife spend part of Saturday getting out
It was 1966. Stampe have quadrupled since
(Continued on Page 16)
then.

I ever HP.t in a situation
where I can't do a

~kf~!sca~eo~t:h~

fellow man a favor, it's
just not worth it.

SORTING THE lS93,046tb PIECE OF FIRST-CLASS
MAIL be baa handled, MSU poetmaeter Hal Kingina doea
what be'• been doin1 beet for the paet 17 yeare. (Photo by
David Tuck)

,---------------~1

II !~:!.~! ~:~:: li:~..,•11
the Greene ceremonies will
begin at-4:30p.m. Sunday
throughout the Currie
Center.
Dave Kratzer, director of
the Center, said everyone ia
invited to the feativitiee,
which will begin with a
trumpet fanfare and a solo
by soprano Jennifer Beck,
Calvert City.
1 A second fanfare will be

I

I
I
I
I

I

the big Chriatmas tree in
the Center by MSU
president Kala Stroup.
The University Choir,
under the direction of
Stephen Rosolack, will
enter in "a procession of
light and sound."
Mter the ceremonies, the
Stroup family will host a
reception for the public in
the ballroom of the Center.

I
I
I
1I
I

~---------------MSU-TV airs 'Coffeehouse';
variety of talent featured
By DAVE PARKER
Reporter

Notice: for any new talent
on the Murray State campus,
there's now a way to be
diacovered. Contact: MSU . TV 11'a new show,
"Coffeehouse."
"Coffeehouse," which began
airing five weeki ago, ia an
entertainment show on
channelll featuring a variety
of acta.
According to "Coffeehouse"
producer Pam Brooke, Verona,
the idea for the show started
out when she and fellow
producer Mike Hamlet,
Symsonia, were trying to
decide on an idea for a class
project they decided to make it
into a weekly show.
Brooke said that the show
has primarily featured singers
so far, but any type of talent is
welcome. She also said that
BELTING ONE OUT, freehman Lori Cadiz, and Todd Harrieon, Almo, man the anyone intereated may simply
Copeland, Benton, ein1• for a eei!Dent of cameru for the tapinl at the TV 11 contactherattheTVatudioin
"Cotreehouee," the MSU-TV 11 variety etudioa. (Photo by Dean Coeeiboom)
the Price Doyle Fine Arta
ebow that began thi• fall. Tom Grace, left.
Center.

CoffeehoUIIe crooner

Many people hear about
perfonnancea taking place on
campus but for some reason
are unable to attend,
according to Brooke. One of
the reaaona for "Coffehouae,"
she said, is to feature some of
these performances that are
miaaed.
Brooke alao noted that the
show is not limited to local
talent . Recer. tly the
"Coffeehouse" crew journeyed
to the Kat- Man - Doo club in
Tennessee to tape such banda
as the "Flamin' Oh's" and the
"Windows."
Aa far ae the show's
progress is concerned, Brooke
said that things have been
goinw fairly well but the
search for talent becomes
difficult at times."
..Coffeehouse," boated by
Lealon Sutherland, Veraailles,
and Kevin Cunningham,
Symaonia, &ira each Monday
and Wedneeday on channelll
at6p.m.
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MSU political organizations

mERLE

seek.incre&sed membership
B GLENN ABEE
Y

w

Staff riter

Political organizations,
especially those oriented
towardyoungerpeople, arenot
the luckiest when it comes to
recruiting members and
getting people involved in the
world of politics.
But, two p o 1i tical
organizationsatMurrayState
are trying to give political
issues a greater role on
campus.
The College Republicans,
which is not formally
organized yet this year, and
the Young Democrats focus
their groupe' attention mainly
on the campus. However,
membership in the two groups
is not 88 high 88 is desired,
members say.

Ji~ Morris, Paducah, who is

president of the Young
Democrats, saidthereasonfor
this is that "the idea is that
this is not home...to get
involved heavily (in politics)
here on campus would be kind
of a waste.
"We've wreatled with this
and come to the conclusion
there is really not a whole heck
of a lot we can do," Morris
said. " As far as what to do to
get our membership up.. .I
don't know."
However,
Willis Davis,
Clarksville, Tenn., who is
involved in the College
Republicans, pointed out that
the groups are still ~portent.
"Members keep aware of
what's going on...and are
generally a more politicallyawaregroupofpeople,"which

vtidag 9emptatio~~

noRmAn®

The Pltl(·~ ror tht• Custom 1:0(-c•'"

Open Sundays 1-5 Till Christmas

continues wh~ they leave the
campus, he 88ld.
The groups' activities
include polling, aiding
candidates during campaigns
and raising money for the
groupe' functions. But neither
gl'OUP makes strict demands
on their members.
Morris said the main
condition for memberahip to
the Young Democrats is to
participate when called upon
and pay dues. But "it's very
hard to keep intereet up in any
political organization,"
especially during a nonelection year, he said.
Davis also said there are no
conditions in hie group except
whatever members want to
contribute.
(Continued on Page 16)
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MSU professor researches
theology of Shaker commune
By JIM SHERER
Reporter

Communes. The mention of
the word brings to mind ecenea
of the 1960s, hippies and the
back·to-nature movement. But
Dr. T . Wayne Beasley,
professor of history at Murray
State, has been researching
American communes that
were in exiatence more than
200 years ago.
Beasley, former editor of the
Journal of the National
Historic Communal Societies
Association, said that his
research focuses on the
theology of a communal group
known as the Shakers.
Beasley's study of the
Shakers came about in an
indirect way. " As an antique
lover," he said, "I was at first
intrigued by their furniture,
which is very plain and
simple. This led to an interest
in their history and belief."
The Shakers, originally
known as the United Society
of Believers in Christ's Second
Appearing, were a religious
sect that originated in
England in the 1700s, Beasley
explained. The sect moved to
America at a time of religious
fervor in the colonies. This
fervor, he said, brought many
people to the Shaker religion.
In America, Beasley said,
the Shakers followed a
communal way of life and new
members were required to
surr ender all material
posaeasions to the commune.
The Shaker theology ,
Beasley said, centered on the
concept that sex was the basis
of all sin and if a person
conquered sexual desire he
could live a sinless life. This

T. Wayne Beasley
made <:elibacy an important
part of the religion. This belief,
Beasley maintains, and the
lessening of religious fervor in
America resulted in the drop of
Shaker membership from a
high point of 10,000 to ita
present total of 12.
The name Shaker, he
explained, comes from the
erratic motions made by
members during their worship
services, during which, the
Shakers believe, the Holy
Spirit deecenda on them and
makes them tremble. "After a
while," he added, "they
formalized this into a more
stylized dance."
Beasley's interest in the
Shakers led to his becoming
the founding editor of the
national communal societies'
journal.
"It was pure chance,'' he
said. "I happened to show up

at a meeting (of communal
scholars) a n d I k new
something about putting out a
journal, so they made me
editor to see if it could be
done." With help from the
MSU College of Humanistic
Studies, the journal was
produced.
Beasley added that he left
the editor's job when the
journal began to consume too
much time.
"Today," he said, " the
journal is becoming more and
more an important national
journal. It is the only journal
in the field."
Beasley gives MSU much of
the credit for his progreas in
researching Shaker life. This
spring, he said, the University
purchased the Western
Reserve Shaker Collection, a
microfiche collection of books,
diaries and Shaker
documents.
"This collection could keep a
host of scholars occupied for a
long time," Beasley said.
He considers this collection
and other historical document
collections in the Murray State
libraries as excellent
opportunities for MSU
students to become experts in
certain areas of history.
"I think it is valuable for
students to see that they can
become instant historians if
they go back to the original
source and etudy. In history if
you narrow your field of study,
you can become an expert,"
Beasley commented.
Beasley said that he would
like to write a book on Shaker
theology, but presently he is
busy with teaching and
research.
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Mur1uy State doubles •ize

with '60s construction boom
A. the MSU administration
currently battles t o get
funding for a new industry
and technology building and
other construction, it is
· difficult to imagine that
during the decade of the 1960s
24 new buildings were added
to·the Murray State campus.
The construction boom
during the 60s (and extending
into the early 70s) was mainly
the reault of a staggering
increase in enrollment,
a ccording to Dr. Harry
Sparks, who served as Board
of Regents chairman from
1964-68 and Unive rsity
president from 1968-73.
An enrollment of3,005 in the
fall of 1960 rose to 7,030 by the
fall of 1970.
"Thia was partially because
of the birthrates," Sparks said,
"and also there became more
of a commitment to go to
school. More jobs required
more education and a lot o{
jobs were opening up then."
The change in the status of
the school from a college to a
university in 1966 also helped
raise enrollment, Sparks said.
"We had suddenly become a
university and I guess just the
tone of the word made a
difference," he said. Becoming
a university also gave Murray
State better opportunities to
recruit students from out of
state and forced the addition
of several academic programs,
Sparks observed.
Much of the new
construction at MSU during

need for another dining
{acility.
BACKWARD
Moet of the construction up
until 1968 was provided by
GI.MfCES
federal grants, Sparks said,
by
and after he became preaident
he learned to manipulate the
Dan Dipiazza
state system to receive funds
for capital construction.
the 60s resulted in dormitories
"::t'he amount of funding
to house the large numbers of that each regional university
new st u dents . Clar k , received was based on its
Elizabeth, Franklin, Hart, bonded indebtedness," he
Heeter, Regents, Richmond, explained, "and Eastern got
Springer and White Halle, and most of the money because
the College Courts complex they had the most bonds out."
were all built between 1961
When he discovered thia,
and 1970.
Sparks said, he initiated a
Many of the other new $15.5 million bond isaue. The
buildings were the result of move was not popular with
new or expanded academic some people, he said, but it
programs, such as the Applied turned out to be a good idea
Science, Business, Howton since the state was reaponsible
Agricultural Engineering and for the bonds. "We never paid
Doyle Fine Arts Buildings, a dime," he said. "The state
Faculty and Maeon Halla and paid it."
the addition to the Blackburn
Thanks to the foreeight and
Science Building.
commitment of past MSU
In fact, some buildings were leaden like Sparks, the
planned in anticipation of University more than doubled
steadily growing enrollments, its size within a decade.
Today, only the bard work
but were never built since the
and
persistent efforts of our
number of students leveled off
in the early 70s. For example, administrators will be able to
the dormitory complex where help this university realize the
Regents and White Halle now construction of some muchstand was to include two other needed new buildings.
I wish them all the luck in
dorms (one of which was to be
the world, but I have a feeling
16 to 18 stories) and
that if I ever a see an 18·story
cafeteria.
However, Sparks said, the dorm on this campus it will be
dormitory apace became through bifocals.
unnecesaary, and Winslow
Dan Dipia.zzo i• the
Cafeteria was operating eo
campUB life editor of the
efficiently that it erased the
Murray State NewB.
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I
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(901 ( (901) 621-311i1

THE REGENTS-WHITE RESIDENCE HALL COMPLEX as it waa oritinally planned in
this architect• sketch fro m the 1960s. (File photo)
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Pa~~~r·------------ AjriaJn art1110rlc
never received and they never to be diaployed;
(Continued fro m Page 9)
call to say it was found . "I
'
the mail. They make an extra worry about things like that," lecrure tonilfht

run to the city post office each he said.
The biggest problem now is
afternoon; they come in at odd
hours and on University the lack of information on the
holidays just to get the mail addresses on campus mail. "I
get some letters addressed to
out.
"I can't run off and leave 'John'," he eaid, reminding
this thing," Kingins said. " Ifl everyone that campus mail
ever get in a situation where I should include a full name and
can't do a fellow man a favor, department on the envelope.
it's just not worth it. I can't
Kingins went in for surgery
help but do a favor."
earlier this fall, and is still
Kingins has the help of 12 recovering from that, and even
student workers (seven less though he is feeling well, he
than when he began). "I have knows that he can't continue
good students. I have had one forever at the University
or two duds, but I have worked Station.
a lot of students. Seven couples
"One day, I'm going to
have met in my mailroom and retire," Kingins said. "They
married."
haven't sent anybody to help
There are some problems me so I guesa that all I can do
with his job. Kingins said that is give them my two week's
sometimes, the extra work notice.
imposes on his time and other
"Everyone on campus seems
times he has problema with to be my friend . We try to be
deliveries.
nice to them and they're nice to
He said that some people us. I like it here. I like it real
call saying that a letter was well."

Po~~------------

"African Arts: Beauty in
Utility," an exhibition of art
and artifacts from various
cultures, is on display through
Dec. 16 at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
In conjunction with the
exhibition, Or. Robert Farris
Thompeon, profeeaor of art
history at Yale Universi~y ,
will present t he lecture
"Remarks on Kongo Atlantic
Art: F r om Afr ica to
Ken tucky," at 7 p.m. today in
the Eagle Gallery.

Available for

"There is a common desire to
use these objects as vehicles
for the expression of the hopes
and beliefs of individuals,
families and cul tures,"
Ehrlich said. She added that
the goal of the exhibition ia to
"emphasize a general African
wish to make objects that are
beautiful as well as useful."

753-1474

Cheetnut Street

The exhibition w as
organized by Dr. Martha
Ehrlich, aaaiatant professor of
art at MSU. In selecting
objects for display, she sought
pieces whic h serve a
utilitarian function, such as
tools and weapons, but which
also can be considered art
objects.

Kentucky to raise support for
Jim Bunning, who lost the
Members in the two groups general election.
come from many different
Morris said that the Young
Morris said Democrats did about all they
backgrounds.
members in the Young could for governor-elect
The exhibition and lecture
Democr ats come from a Martha Layne Collins, and it
heavily-Democratic paid off when their candidate are sponsored by Murray
State, with partial financial
background and are upper-to won the election.
assistance provided by a
lower-middle class.
matching
grant from the
"Our
big
push
now
is
Davis said members in the
College Republican• are 'Democrats United in '83'," Kentucky Humanities Council
mostly middle-claee and Morris said , adding that be and the National Endowment
ironically, many members was surprieed that more for the Humanities.
come from Democratic women weren't involved in the
group since they supported a
backgrounds.
candidate.
female
"On the national level, we
Politics is a large and
believe the Republican party
really repreeents the people of important facet of Americana'
lives, and everyone should at
this area," Davis said.
Even though thie wae an leas t be a ware of th e
election year in Kentucky, consequences of the political
membership remains low. But game. At Murray State the
both groups were still able to College Rep ublicans and
aid their respective candidates Young Democrats are hoping
to make etudenta better
in the gubernatorial race.
The College Republicans decision-makers in our
made a strong push in western politically-complex society.
(Continued from Page 13)
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sports
Racers leave home hoping
to show wen in Show-Me
Mter one impressive and pulled a hamstring during a we hung in there and found a
another hard-fought victory, fast break in last Saturday's way to win," Greene said.
the MSU basketball team opener against Missouri- "Willie Holland shot the ball
takes to the road for the first Kansas City. He was m.iaaing well and Mike Yarbrough was
time this season to participate from the MSU lineup Tuesday strong on the boards and came
in this weekend's Show-Me night against Tennessee down with some key rebounds
State.
Classic.
when we needed them the
The tourney is boated by the
In the game against most. I believe a lot of positive
University of Missouri in Tennessee State, MSU things will come out of this
Columbia, which boasts a overcame a sloppy first half of game."
strong Big Eight basketball play to score 16 consecutive
MSU shot 52 percent from
program.
points in the second half to the field and during one
MSU opens this evening at6 take a 46-38lead with 5:36left stretch, MSU connected on 12
o'clock against Pan American in the game.
of 13 field shots while TSU hit
University from Texas. The . TSU answered with an eight 4 of22.
Broncs are 1-Q this season with point hot streak and sent the
The Racers got their first
a win over Texas A&l game into overtime.
victory of the year last
Saturday. The hoste meet a
MSU dominated the extra Saturday night when they
team fr o m Samford period, as freshman Willie pulled off an easy win over
University in the opening Holland and junior Craig Missouri-Kansas City.
round of the tournament.
Talley hit four free throws to
The Racers forced 23
"We are very excited to be a ' give MSU a 65-58 win.
Kangaroo
errors while
part of a prestigious
"I think we grew up a little
tournament such aa th'e Show- bit tonight," MSU's Greene committing only 10 of their
Me Classic," MSU head said after the game. " We were own. The only sour note of the
basketball coach Ron Greene an inexperienced team out game was the loss of senior
said. "We feel like we have to there trying, and I can't fault guard Sleete. He left the game
play the best to be the beet and that. But our inexperience was after 10 minutes of play.
The 80-49 victory saw the
participating in a tournament really showing."
like this gives us the
Talley shot 10 for 15 from Racers shoot 63 percent from
opportunity.
the field and hit all four of his the field in the second half.
"In Pan American, we will free throws to lead the MSU Talley and center Mike Lahm
be playing an extremely well- attack with 24 pointe. Holland led Racer scorers with 15
coached team that knows how came off the bench to spark the points apiece. Guard Brian
Stewart added 12 for the
to execute on both ends of the team with 17 pointe.
"I'm really proud of the way Racers. Talley led rebounders
floor. They use a motion
with 11.
offense and a pressure
defense, which will certainly
"I thought for an opening
give us a strong teat," Greene
game we played well," Greene
said.
said. "We need to keep
The Pan Am squad is led by
improving. It was good for us
6-8 center Troy Dingle. Dingle
to be able to get our younger
tops the team in scoring and
players into the game. That
rebounding. He gets support
experience will help them
from forwards Terry Jones
when we start conference
and Duane Thornton and
play."
guards Tony McDaniel and
Mter the Show-Me tourney,
Leo McGainey.
MSU will travel to McNeeee
MSU senior guard Lamont
State Monday night before
Sleets is listed as a LAMONT SLEETS looks returning home next Saturday
questionable starter in this on in Tuesday niirht'e eame night to face Southern
weekend 's action. Sleets a~ralnst Tenneaaee State.
Miasi.aaippi University.

IDuck!

Agile Racer guard Lamont
Sleeta elevated hie 5-10 frame
high enoueh for a dunk agaiiUit
AAU aquad Marathon Oil Nov.
18. (Photos by David Tuck)

Fonner Turks dominate in:D1DDII•·a1s
Hy GERALD EMIG
StatrWriter

Three years ago, Gregg
Wigginton decided to change
his co·ed softball team's name
from the Turks to the Cotton
Clubbers. The newly-named
team won the intramural
softball title that year and
Wigginton decided to keep the
name.
Since then, the Cotton
Clubbera have become
something of a dynasty
among the intramural ranks,
winning eight team-sports
championships in three years.
The Clubbere are unique
champions because they have
won a variety of titles. They
are a group ofathletes from aix
states that has stuck together
and learned how to win.
The team's unusual name
came from Wigginton's first
team in 1979. '1t used to be a
bar down in Tenneasee and I

liked the name," he said. "We
played under several different
names until I finally decided
on the Cotton Clubbers."
The Clubbers began their
intramural dominance in the
fall of 1981. They won the co-ed
softball title and merged with
another team, the Bootleggers,
to form the first Cotton
Clubber football squad. "We
played a couple of sports and
were known as CC and the
Bootleggers, but we were
mostly known as the Cotton
Clubbers," Wigginton said.
That first football team
went on to win the flag football
championship,, beating
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
in what would become
something of an annual event.
During their initial flag
football season, the Clubbers
also set an intramural record
by scoring 114 points in a
single gatne.

By winning the MSU basketball.
The Clubbers were expected
championship that season,
the team qualified for the to be the team to win in "the
National Flag Football 1982 football season, and no
Championships in New team could defeat the Club.
Orleans, La. The Clubbers The team once again defeated
went to the tourney and wouna the Lambda Chi team in the "
up placing ninth in the nation. football finals 45-23 in the
They posted a 5-2 record in the championship game.
In two years, the Clubbers
tournament and won an
unofficial state title as they had compiled a 21-Q flagdefeated the University of football record.
The team returned to the
Kentucky team, 20-14.
Five players were lost from national championships, but
the inaugural squad, eo did not fare as well as they had
Wigginton began looking for the previous year. "We had
replacements. "Basically, I five players decide not to go
look for winners," Wigginton with us a couple of days before
said. "I want good athletes, the tournament," Wigsinton
but they also have to be said. "We ended up going
down there with seven players
winners."
Apparently, he found hie who had never played
winners. The Clubbers won together. We only got beaten
four additional major by Ohio State 14-6, and one of
intramural titles including our players had a broken
weekend softball, co-ed finger."
Wigginton found two
softball. football and

players who helped the
Clubbers in the 1983
basketball season in Greg
King and Oscar Miller. "King
asked me if he could play for us
and I spotted Oscar playing
basketball over the Christmas
holiday," Wigginton said.
With the help of King and
Miller, the Clubbers rolled to a
perfect 11..0 basketball season.
The University basketball
title took the team to the Great
Kentucky Shootout, a
tournament among state
universities . There, the
Clubbers won one game over a
Morehead State team.
The teams amassed an
impressive 51-4 cumulative
record during the 1982-83
intramural season with loaaee
in the finals of softball and
preseason basketball, semi·
finale of floor hockey and the
regular co-ed softball aea.eon.
(Continued on Page 23)

Staff Writer

The MSU basketball team lost two key
starters last season when Glen Green and
Ricky Hood graduated. They were the two
leading reboundere on a relatively weak
rebounding team. However this season,
coach Ron Greene has hopes of filling the
rebounding sneakers of Green and Hood
with 6-foot-11-inch transfer Mike Lahm.
Lahm transferred to Murray State one
year ago from Loyola-Maeymount College in
Loa Angeles, Calif. He sat out last year, as
required, and this year is the starting center
for the defending OVC champions.
Lahm left Loyola-Marymount for a
variety of reasons. His team bad the second
worst record in the nation, losing 24 games
when Lahm was a freshman. The basketball
coach was fired and the school was put on
probation.
"I wanted to play for a winner," Lahm
said. "I was only playing about 10 minutes a
game as a sophomore. I have always wanted
to play in the NCAA tournament and Loyola
didn't look like they were going to make the
NCAAs."
As is often the case for towering athletes,
Lahm was recruited by many colleges. most
of them small. The University ofMississippi
recruited Lahm and he was even accepted at
West Point Military Academy, but instead,
he chose Loyola-Marymount.
"They made the NCAA tournament my
senior year in high school and it looked as if
they might do that again," Lahm said.
"What really interested me was they
(Loyola) had an excellent engineering
school, so at the time I thought Loyola was
for me."
But Loyola-Marymount wasn't for Lahm,
and he decided to transfer. Murray State bad
expressed interest in him so he visited the
campus and liked it.
"The coaches are proven winners,'' Lahm
said. "I have a chance to go to the NCAA

TACO JOHN,S®
4cross From MSU Stadium

Diamond

Lmre Quartets

Available \vith
b eautiful round,
oval, m arqu ise,
and
pear sh a p e
·~~...;;;............,...-.....;~.....,-.., diam onds.

tournament and I am also getting an
excellent education."
Lahm works hard off the court. He is
completing an area in engineering physics
and currently carries an impreBBive 3.95
grade-point average. "I am getting a good
general background and I have options as to
what I want to pursue," Lahm said.
The lanky Lahm will graduate this spring,
but will still have one year of basketball
eligibility remaining. Next year, he plans to
begin work on his master's degree in
engineering physics.
(Continued on Page 2 1)
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won
Countin1 down the ftnal
eecond1 of the 1983
campai1n, Racer
defender• (from left)
Jamee Yarbro~h, Jo1e
Ca1anova, Tim Bowlee
and Danny Coleman
celebrate a 1eaeon
endin1 victory over
rival We1tem Kentucky
Univer1ity. The etiniY
defeDH 1ave up only a
fteld1oal in the 7-3 win.
(Photo by David Tuck)

Five Points
Bar-B-Q
Chopped Pork Bar • b • que sandwich
chips & 12oz. Coke

Western win shines for Racers,
~team finislws '83 seoson at 7-4
By LONNIE HARP
Sport• Editor
The golden anniversary of
the Western Kentucky-Murray
State football rivalry shined a
little brighter for MSU head
coach Frank Beamer than it
did for Western's Jimmy Feix.
The Nov. 19 Bowling
Green game provided an end
to an encouraging season for
the Racers while it marked the
finish of a disappointing 2-8-1
year for the Hilltoppen.
"I don't think we played
great,'' MSU's Beamer said.
"But we played hard and we
played better than the other
team."
MSU capped a 7-3 victory
and a 7·4 season when
sophomore quarterback Kevin
Sisk toaaed a touchdown paas
to Racer receiver Chuck
Cummings ahortly before the
end of the fint half. The acore
was the lone touchdown of the
afternoon, as the stingy Racer
defense allowed Weetem only
a fourth-quarter fieldgoal.
" I was pleased with the
outcome," Beamer said. "We
played pretty well
defensively."
The MSU score came after

$1.59

Look for
Juicy Lucy
the giant pigl

the Hilltoppen recovered a
Dennis Dockery fumble inlide
their own five .y ard line. The
'Toppers decided to let their
quarterback run the clock
down. Beamer called for a time
out after each WKU dive. The
move left MSU without a
timeout, but also gave the
Racers the ball in good
position after a brisk wind
caught the punt of Adam
Lindsey and dropped it on the
WKU20.
Siak threw to junior end
Keith Lester for a first down
on the 10 yard line with 1:38
remaining. Leater hauled in
another p888 to move the
Racers to the five to set up the
TDtoee.
.
The win gave Beamer a
cumulative 19-14 record after
three years at the Racer helm.
Tlie seaaon encoura1ed the
coach about the proepecta of
futme years.
"I think theee kids did a
heck of a job," the head coach
said. "At the start of the year,
7-4 looked fantastic. It looks
good now too, but we were only
aeven pointe away from beinl
the best team in the league.
"We are going to have to

work hard in the off-season
and do a good job recruiting.
We have got to get better. We
had some kids come through
this season that gave us
encouragment for the future,''
Beamer said. "And we expect
them to be better next year.
Now we know what our needs
are and we know what we
have. It is a matter of getting
stronger and falter and more
knowledgeable."
Beamer &aid, "We will be
busy recruiting now. Next
semester we will begin our offaeuon pi'Oifam. We hope that
our guys will get in the weight
room and work out."
The Racers finished the
season in fourth place in the
Ohio Valley Conference
The team ftniehed fourth in
the league'• team offense
category and aecond in team
defenae.
Offenaively, MSU freehman
tailback Willie Cannon
fi.niahed first in the OVC
acoring category, averaging
7.3 pointe per game. On
defenae , MSU'e Ralp h
Robinson tied for the league
lead for interceptions with
five.
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The First Impression
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year by AIJ..OVC caadid...
Lori8amt&,a6-911M1iarpard
from Calven Cit7. Lut
...... a.n.u ......... 12.1
pointe per aamewbUedilhiDr
oate ........,..111 .....
SbaWDa Smith, • 5-7 aathe
of Calwrt Olt,y, II apecMd to
abare the bMireoan .....
with BarreiLII•ID&bOMbc•.

.....

bwul.-. . ~.

a 8-4 IOPhomore ceat.,

....

u..~

....

~--~\h ... wllb
taleDt, epeed aDd
iDtema-ce," Smith ..w. "If
. . pJq to .., patetiel, . .
cnld haYe u a.UeDt

.....

,.

~ tbt. wulrllbd'•

actioD. the LM7 Racen lraftl

to JGDiiban. Ark., to tab 011 •

M•...•State u~ 011
~- TheteuawiDtbal

play the Mla•iaelppi
UDi....U,. for w..... 011
'l'b11ndQ.

1& dlffelwlt blenda of Pipe tJbacco•.
Chewing & Srnl*ela•• dJicco In new
fiiMn. Plpea . . at anlv ..

763-0832

614 South 4th St.

Bring

yogr

falnlly
togedter

for
the
holidays.

THORO.,_, COMIUIEIIS
_.........

711-7711

,

Out bonteaaade
FUdge Apples
Tax Shelter AniUtlee

Northw •••• m Mutual One Fund
Tax Shelter Annufty offera
many Important ac:Mntllgel.
Firat of all, our ....,..... will
1nve1t your money, In varying
proportlonl, In ltocka, bondl.
and money market fundl•••rchlng out whichever
lnveatmentl they believe offer
the greatelt opportunltlel at
any one time In a contlnuoUIIy
changing marlcet. The ,.,It:
our One Fund had a 201M!
retuml* Jult call Ul. W.'H
provide you with all the
neceaary Information tor you
to read carefully before making
an lnveetment declelon.

Come bp end ... for JOUIII8Ifl
DavldTravii,CW

208 Maple St.
753-41«)

r,..,.,.,.~"'·
The
. Qu~t
~ '-VI•· ~·r

~;.;:t-=':.=
o--.-~·· •'12_._...

•a_.._......,o-..JI. Ita

_.._101..

~~

"A b.lgh act 1D folovv''

The.Cube
•

How an VOD r 1'st!
Man. • Fd. 8:30 • 4:30
11:00 - 4:00

sa:

nv ...da . . .

1.,.... ,.,..r
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. . . Loney l'ftlign grid positioD8
Western
Kentucky
University head football
coach Jimmy Feix offered his
resignation as Hill topper head
coach to WKU officials
Monday afternoon.
Feix, 52, cited his team's
disappointing performance
and fan apathy as the main
reasons for his resignation.
The Hilltopper mentor has a
coaching record of 106-56-6
since he ~gan on the Hill in
1968. The Western team had a
2-8-1 record this season

Cotton

playing aa an independent
Western discontinued its
affiliation with the Ohio
Valley Conference in the
spring of 1982 so its
basketball team could join the
Sun Belt Conference. But
because the Sun Belt has no
football program, Feix's squad
was forced to compete as
independents.
The 'Toppers were 2-5-1
against the ei1ht OVC
members this season. Feix
said he would like to serve the

~e23

eta• New•

school in some other capacity
if his reeignation is approved
by the univenity.
Another OVC football
coach, Morehead'• Steve
LOney, offered hie reeignation
to school officials near the end
of the 1983 seaaon. Loney
compiled a 8-24-0 record in
three years at Morehead State.
The team finished last in the
OVC this season with one
conference win and six loasea.
The Eagles finished the
season at 2-9 overall.

.-.rJ'SBBQ
~.o·
p

BBQ Plate
Med. Drink

t • • •.

$2.99
Explrea: 1218/ 83
"-• lnctudet 110, Fftft,
Baked Beane, Cote Slaw
and Toaeted Bun.

808 Cheatnut

753-oo45

Clobber~---------

(Continued from Page 17)
This year, the Club~rs
opened with a softball loss but
rebounded to win 10 straight
games and the title.
"I picked up Keith
Wisniewski to play third base
for us,'! Wigginton said. "He
played outstanding for us and
was probably our most
valuable player." Wisniewski
is a former MSU 'Breda player
who became eligible to play
softball this fall.
When football season rolled
around, the Club~rs were
again the team to beat. One of
the team's strengths was
experience. "We didn't lose
anybody off last year's team
so I figured we would be good
again," Wi,ginton said.
He was right, as the team
won the title for the third
consecutive year over the
Lambda Chi Alpha team with
a 32-27 performance.

The Clubbers won the title
by coming from behind in the
last minute. "We were down
27-26 with 55 seconds left in
the game," Wigginton said.
"None of us wanted to face the
idea of losing so we knew we
had to score." With 16 seconds
left, the Cotton Clubbers did
score on a pass from
Wigginton to Doug Rice.
The Lambda Chis
threatened to score on the next
play, but were stopped on a
game-saving tackle by
Wisniewski. Their final play of
the game, a pass, was knocked
down by Darrell Gravea and
the Clubben picked up
another title.
"The Cotton Clubber
tradition is centered around
our football team," Wigginton
said. "We have won several
different titles, but we came to
be known through our three
football championships. I

think we won the titles
because we all knew we could
win. We never went into a
game thinking we would lose
and in football, we didn't."
The Lambda Chi team also
knows what it ia like to win at
football. Over the past three
yean, they have compiled 33
wins with only three setbacks
- all at the hands of the
Cotton Clubbers
This spring's graduation
will deplete the nucleus of the
Clubbers. Next year, eight
players will be gone from the
football roster. Many teams
should be glad to see them go.
It will open up the chase for
next year's flag football title.
But will graduation mark
the end of th e Cotton
Clubbers? "No way," says
Wigginton. "My brother Kevin
is takin1 over the team and he
has two years to produce a
champion."

Bob's

Comic
Shop
1OOA N. 6th St
Mon. - Sat.
9:30a.m. - 5 p.m.

,
~

l

Sale Ends Dec. 10

D

OFF
Sale Ends Dec. 10

•

•

ENTIRE STOCK OF WARM-UPS - MEN'S. WOMEN's & CHILDREN$
LARGEST SELECTION IN THE AREA

v-Nike
v-Speedo

1203 Chestnut

v-W ilson
v-Adidas

v-Bonnie
v-Ti er

v- Winning Way
v- Loom Toos

v-Court Casua l

753-8844
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WHERE SHOPPING

COSTS LESS

EVERYDAY!

ON FOOD ITEMS

YOU NEED EVERY WEEKI
2 ....

'""
QUICK TIMI

1S •• ·

CHILl lEANS ........

CAN

OIIAT NOITHII N ot

IS ••

...

PINTO lEANS .. .....

CAN

OUICIC fiMI
~IK N lEANS ......

._

CAN

.....

PI UIT YALLIY SliCID .,

,

HALVI S PEACHES •..•

CAN

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE •.

....

f i UIT YALLIJ " fANCY "

:z. ..

PIUIT YALLIT

" I'INII '~

CAN

PURPLE PLUMS ••....

OIIIN UAN$ ond
~TATOES . . .

CAN
3101
CAN

.......

CHIP ._, . . . .

ISR
CAN

IIIFAIONI .•••.•• . .
CHIP ._, ., ....

15 01

MINI liTES RAVIOLI . .

CAN

CHIF._, ......
AIC'S a MIATIALU •

u ..

29c
29c
29c
49c
69c

••

79c
75c
75c

CAN

75c

TIIET .•.. • ..•.• • ...

lla .
CAN

119

SWANSON

S oa.

CHEF COSMIC KIDS . •

AIMOU I

CHUNK CHICKEN . • • •

CAN

COMIAII a SAYI

1 112

SLOPPY JOE MIX • • . • ..

~-!N"~~ICKEN
~OUP

• . ~ ..•• •• •••.•

" ...
CAN

WE
WELCOME
FOOD

STAMPS
C 1983 SAVf•,AolOT l td

79c

GOlDINWHIAT

7 I lo•

KITCHIN lmU

It"

MAC A CHEESE. • . • . . eox

'ANTIY fAll

23c

~UIIIIIY.,

CHillY PIE FILLING .
'ANtiY fARE

CHUNKY IEEF SOUP .

CAN

99c

A"LE PIE FILLING . . .

21 ea.
CAN

129

10 o•
CAN

79c
69c

OVIN liST

5

FLOUR . • . • • • • • • •• • • '"
lAMA

PEACH PRESERVES . . .

n ••
JAW

119

&AMA

STIAWIEIIY JAM • • .

liHOSAY

STUFFED OLIVES . . . . .
!ton

32 o1

JAI
6 7 ot

JAI

119
89c

food~

UGUI.AI

AMMONIA. • . . . . . . • .

CONCINTIAiiD

32 oa

Ill

....

FAIIIC SOFTENER ••• an

ASSO, JIO

100ct

FACIAL TISSUE .••• • • lOX
lATH TISSUE ........
lYSOl

CLEANER , •.•..•..•.

'

loll

21 ..
Ill .

33c
99c
49c

••

189

SAfAII

INSTANT COFFH . • • .

ASSl. fLAYOIS

TICKET SODA . • . . . . . .

SUNSMINI HI .flO'S.,

MOIST lllf • NT DIUOHT

CHEll DOG FOOD , . .

72 01
'ICG

199
319

16.,_ ' 10n1N

25

DOG FOOD •.•••. • .•

'"·

SPREAD QUAITEIS ••

~G

37c

•••
'KG

199

TOll &A

GRATED PARMESAN . •
SCHIIIIII'S SUCID SWISS .,

MOZZARELLA .•. , .•.
SCHIIIIII

AMERICAN SINGLES
SIITZ COO«IO SAlAMI .,

PICKLE LOAF ........
SIIU

VARIID PACK • ••••.

1 1b

...
'KG

t2

01

~G .

lib
, KG

'lb
'KG

lYSOL

SPlAY•••• • •• •• •.• . .

Detergent

........

6ot
CAN
16 ••

ITL

42~ .

Boa

139
99c

••

SEITZ

DANISH HAM •.•.•.•
~UI

IIDGf

MEAT WIENEIS ••• : • .

42,.G

12 • ·

17c

CAN

16 •

129

16 .. .
lOX

119

SUNSHINI

CINNAMON
GRAHAM$ . • .. .. . . ..

SO GOOD

CHEEZ PUFFS .•..• , • •

6112• .
11110

53c

DILITI ASST. \IAIIn iiS
~TATO CHIPS . .

7 112 oo
~o

59c

....

119
119
149
149
139

'KG

KAHN'S

JAI

fooren foods

,,. 79c

IIAUNSCHWEIGII CHU~k '"

359

10 • .

CHEEZ-IT ClACKERS . tox

PIE SHELLS ....... , • •

,,.c.
....
55c

Banquet
TV Oinne.-.

"'"~

Alai.

.. ......

Fox Oelux Pizzas

119

79•
79•

12oa.
,1(0

219

11•
lOX

169

SAUSf.GE er
COM !NATION
PIZZA .... . ..... . ..... .....

259

CHIC UN

IREAST PAniES . . . , .

33c "'"
SHAMPOO •.•. .. ..••
89c

59c

lANDSHIII tOAst llf f .,

HERO SANDWICH ••• •
lOOT Hill

WE BAC K
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BAC K
GUARANTEE!

WoR_,....,.,.
r•Oll' ro limir qvontf11M

